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We present a simple electron time of flight spectrometer for time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
of liquid samples using a vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) source produced by high-harmonic generation.
The field free spectrometer coupled with the time-preserving monochromator for the VUV at the
Artemis facility of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory achieves an energy resolution of 0.65 eV at
40 eV with a sub 100 fs temporal resolution. A key feature of the design is a differentially pumped
drift tube allowing a microliquid jet to be aligned and started at ambient atmosphere while preserving
a pressure of 10−1 mbar at the micro channel plate detector. The pumping requirements for photoelec-
tron (PE) spectroscopy in vacuum are presented, while the instrument performance is demonstrated
with PE spectra of salt solutions in water. The capability of the instrument for time resolved mea-
surements is demonstrated by observing the ultrafast (50 fs) vibrational excitation of water leading to
temporary proton transfer. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4899062]

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of time-resolved (picosecond to fem-
tosecond) X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has al-
lowed new insight into our understanding of photoinduced
phenomena in molecular systems, biological systems, and
materials.1, 2 One of the main advantages of XAS is that it can
deliver information about both the electronic structure (the
density of unoccupied states) of the system under study, but
also the geometric structure around a specific atom, via X-
ray near-edge absorption spectroscopy (XANES) or extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). It has recently been
complemented by time-resolved X-ray emission spectroscopy
(XES)3, 4 which probes the density of occupied states. How-
ever, both time resolved XAS and XES are typically imple-
mented at large-scale installations, such as synchrotrons and
X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs). In addition, these spec-
troscopic methods only provide information about the rela-
tive energies of the initial and final states, but not their ab-
solute energy. Photoelectron spectroscopies (PES), in which
an electron is detected rather than a photon, such as ultravi-
olet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS) are very well established techniques
which directly provide the binding energy of a state. In ad-
dition it offers the advantage of a greater detection sensitivity
than photon detection. PES is routinely used to probe the elec-
tronic structure of gas phase molecular systems and solids.

Photoelectron spectroscopy techniques require a high
vacuum (∼10−5 mbar) to allow photoelectron detection, and
furthermore in the case of UPS a vacuum is also required for

a)Electronic mail: christopher.arrell@epfl.ch

transmission of the probe light. XPS and UPS have recently
been implemented in the static mode on high vapour pressure
liquids thanks to the use of microjet technology that injects
the liquid at high speed into the vacuum chamber in the form
of a thin (typically a few tens of micrometers) jet.5 The ex-
tension of PES to the time domain has recently been achieved
by Abel, Faubel, and co-workers6, 7 who used ultrashort vac-
uum ultraviolet (VUV) pulses to probe the photoinduced dy-
namics of the pure water microjet or molecules dissolved in
it. The source of ultrashort VUV photons was high harmonic
generation (HHG).

In this article, we describe a simple differentially pumped
electron time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer for conducting ul-
trafast photoelectron spectroscopy of liquid samples probed
with monochromatic VUV photons produced by HHG. The
design is without additional electrostatic lenses or of a mag-
netic bottle design8 which can complicate operation when a
liquid jet is being used.

The article is arranged as follows: Section II details the
design principle of the instruments and describes the en-
ergy resolution and pumping requirements in more detail.
Section III describes the time preserving monochromator at
Artemis and the energy calibration. Section IV presents static
measurements of potassium iodide in water and time-resolved
proton transfer from vibrationally excited water. Conclusions
and future outlooks are given in Sec. V.

II. INSTRUMENT DESIGN

The instrument was developed to investigate ultrafast ex-
cited state dynamics in molecular systems9, 10 in solutions, for

0034-6748/2014/85(10)/103117/8/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC85, 103117-1
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example a spin crossover (SCO) in metal ligand complexes
such as iron(II)-tris-bipyridine ([Fe(bpy)3]2 +).11, 12 These
processes occur within 50 fs4, 13 and to observe both charge
and structural dynamics during the spin crossover, element
specificity is required. In the case of iron(II)-tris-bipyridine
one could access the N 2s (37.3 eV) and Fe 3p (52.7 eV)
orbitals to gain information of the structural dynamics of
the metal and ligand. High harmonic generation is a suitable
source producing photons up to 150 eV from a standard com-
mercial high power laser.14

Conducting photoelectron spectroscopy from
liquids5, 15–18 is a tricky undertaking, principally as the
liquid jet needs to be run in vacuum to allow for inelastic col-
lection of the emitted photoelectrons and transmission of the
VUV light. There are two troublesome obstacles to overcome
in order to achieve this aim. First, the liquid jet has to be
started at ambient atmosphere and run while the chambers are
pumped down, otherwise the liquid jet nozzle would freeze.
The second obstacle is the entrance to the drift tube has to
be positioned less than 500 μm away from the liquid target
to avoid inelastic collisions of the collected electrons with
the surrounding gaseous environment. Furthermore working
with liquids in vacuum is an inherently awkward task, with a
significant chance of jet misalignment causing significant ice
build up and sample contamination of the spectrometer.

To overcome these issues the spectrometer design was
simplified as much as possible to achieve the required energy
resolution. Modelling of the energy resolution showed that
a field free drift tube would suffice, and removed the com-
plication of cleaning a retarding lens element following jet
misalignment. To preserve the micro channel plate (MCP) de-
tector below atmosphere conditions while the jet was aligned
a molecular beam skimmer with an aperture of 100 μm
was used as the entrance of the spectrometer. The shape of
the skimmer allows the liquid jet to be positioned less than
100 μm from the skimmer without interfering with the jet col-
lection or beam alignment. Furthermore the low leak rate of
the skimmer allows the micro channel plates of the detector to
remain at 1 × 10−1 mbar (calibrated for gauge location) while
the interaction chamber is at 1 bar. This significantly reduces
the degassing time of the MCPs allowing electron detection
within 30 min of jet alignment.

A detailed description of the energy resolution require-
ments, design, and pumping considerations follows.

A. Energy resolution

Given the temporal resolution required to resolve the spin
crossover process the energy resolution of the TOF for this
measurement is required to be in the range of 0.1–0.5 eV. Cal-
culations of the ultimate energy resolution given by the data
acquisition and geometric considerations for different drift
tube lengths from 0.3 to 0.6 m were performed and are shown
in Figure 1 which plots the resolution given by

�E =
√

(�ETDC)2 + (�EMCP)2 (1)

as a function of electron energy.
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FIG. 1. Theoretical optimum energy resolution of a TOF with a 40 mm di-
ameter MCP and a 100 ps time bin in the data collection for different drift
tube lengths.

The energy resolution limit originating from the time to
digital convertor (TDC) time unit (100 ps) used for data col-
lection is given by �ETDC and �EMCP is the limit of energy
resolution originating from the two dimensional MCP array
with no spatial resolution.

It is fair to assume the instrument’s actual energy reso-
lution will be twice the theoretical one accounting for stray
magnetic fields and unavoidable inelastic scattering of the
electrons. Mechanical requirements in the instrument design
fixed the final drift tube length at 510 mm providing a theo-
retical energy resolution of �E = 0.25 eV at 100 eV.

B. Design

Given the drift tube length requirement for the energy
resolution, the mechanical design of the instrument could be
set and is shown in Figure 2. A copper entrance skimmer was
sealed onto a μ-metal drift tube, itself sealed onto a ConFlat
(CF) DN200 316 LN flange sealing the detector from the in-
teraction region. Behind this a CF DN150 cross was used to
provide two DN150 pumping ports. The entire instrument was
constructed from 316 LN steel or copper through out and is
shown in Figure 2.

FIG. 2. Drawing of time-of-flight design. The characteristic dimensions (in
mm) of the design – d1, d2, and d3 – were used in the conduction calculation
and are referred to in the text.
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An important design criterion is the pumping conduc-
tion to the micro-channel plate where a tradeoff between the
pumping conductance and the magnetic shielding is required.
An entirely sealed μ-metal drift tube would be best for an
unperturbed electron flight path but it offers poor pumping
conduction to the channel plates. The size of the gap was de-
cided by calculating the net pumping speed of the spectrome-
ter chamber.

Initially the gas flow regime present during the instru-
ment operation can be verified by Knudsen number:19

Kn = η

Pd

√
π

2

R0T

Mm

, (2)

where η is the coefficient of internal viscosity, P is the gas
pressure, d is the characteristic dimension of the system, R0 is
the universal gas constant, T is the temperature of the system,
and Mm is the gas molar mass.

For air at 20 ◦C, it can be approximated as19

Kn ≈ 0.066/Pd (3)

and

Kn ≈ 0.045/Pd (4)

for H2O, where P is in mbar and d in mm. Molecular flow,
i.e., when the mean free path of the molecules is greater than
the characteristic dimension of the system, occurs from values
of Kn > 0.5, and viscous flow (where molecular collisions
dominate) occurs for values of Kn < 0.01

Under operating conditions, Kn >> 0.5 and so the con-
duction of the system (C) can be estimated using19

C = αA

√
R0T

2πMm

, (5)

where α is the transmission probability and A is the aperture
area.

Conductance of a circular tube for air at 20 ◦C approxi-
mates to

C = 12
d3

z
[ls−1] (6)

and

C = 15
d3

z
[ls−1] (7)

for water where d is the diameter and z the length of the tube
in mm. For an aperture of area A (in cm2), the conductance is
given by

C = 3.7

(
T

Mm

)1/2

A[ls−1]. (8)

The characteristic dimensions (d1, 2, 3) for the TOF design us-
ing a CF DN100 cross are shown in Figure 2, where the pump-
ing system can be divided into the pumping port tube (d1),
drift tube space (d2), and as an aperture in front of the MCP
(d3). The latter is described as an aperture as the “length” of
the tube is significantly shorter than the diameter. The pump-
ing speed of the system is plotted in Figure 3, where the con-
duction is calculated as two tubes and an aperture in series,

FIG. 3. Pumping speed of the TOF system for different sized turbo pumps
as a function of d3, the distance between MCP and drift tube.

and the speed is

speed =
(

1

Pump speed
+ 1

Total conduction

)−1

, (9)

where

Total conduction =
(

1

2 × tube 1
+ 1

tube 2
+ 1

aperture

)−1

.

(10)
It can be seen from Figure 3 that there is little improve-

ment in the pumping using a turbo pump larger than 300 l s−1,
where as increasing the gap (d3) between the MCP front and
drift tube end improves the pumping. Initially a spacing of 6
mm was chosen and 300 l s−1 turbo pumps giving a net pump-
ing of ∼25 l s−1 at the MCP plates. The TOF design allows
the gap (d3) to be increased if required by changing the spacer
flange before the MCP assembly.

C. Pumping

The pressure localized around the jet and the background
pressure in the chamber are both of importance for VUV mea-
surements. Reducing the localized pressure of the liquid jet is
required to increase the inelastic mean free path of the emit-
ted photoelectrons, and to avoid absorption of the VUV probe
photons. Furthermore the gas load in the spectrometer cham-
ber needs to be controlled to ensure a suitable operating pres-
sure for the micro channel plates.

A multi-pronged approach was taken to achieve opera-
tional pressures. First the evaporation load from the jet was
reduced by cooling the injected liquid into the chamber. The
experimental and spectrometer chamber pressures against jet
temperature are shown in the inset of Figure 4. Cooling the
jet to just above freezing point reduced the background load
by a factor of 2. Further reduction in the evaporation contri-
bution was achieved by using a new approach for collecting
the liquid jet. In previous liquid jet studies the jet has simply
been frozen within the experimental chamber on a suitable
cold finger.17 In the current work, a further skimmer was used
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FIG. 4. Main plot: pump down progress of interaction and spectrometer chamber with the liquid jet in operation. Inset: pressure decrease in the interaction
chamber as the liquid jet is cooled.

to collect the liquid jet just below the interaction region and
exited into a further differentially pumped collection bottle
below the experimental chamber. In this way the jet surface
area exposed to the experimental chamber vacuum was lim-
ited to ∼0.05 mm2 as opposed to ∼10 mm2 in previous se-
tups. The bottle was maintained at 1 ◦C and ∼7 mbar. Care
has to be taken to avoid lower pressures in the bottle as the
static water would freeze. This sample collection method also
opens the possibility of sample circulation for reuse. To avoid
gradual ice formation blocking the collection skimmer, con-
ductive non magnetic heating was used.

The pumping of the experimental and spectrometer
chambers requires four pumping systems, with the pump-
down pressures shown in Figure 4. Initially with the spec-
trometer chamber pumped with two turbo molecular pumps
(Agilent TwisTorr 304FS), a scroll pump (Edwards nXDS10i)
and control valve were used to pump the experimental cham-
ber to 1 mbar (t1 − t2). Careful control of this stage is re-
quired as large jet walk-off occurs in the fluid flow regime
further exacerbated by mechanical walk-off from the manip-
ulator bellows during pumping. On entering the molecular
flow regime at t2 a 1000 l s−1 turbo molecular pump (Agi-
lent Turbo V-1001) reduces the pressure to 8 × 10−3 mbar
whereupon the pumping efficiency of water vapour is negli-
gible. At this point (t3) a cold finger immediately behind the
turbo pump exhaust is filled. Within 5 min a further two, 2 l

cold fingers in the experimental chamber are filled providing
∼8000 l s−1 of pumping for water vapour, rapidly achieving a
stable operating pressure of 5 × 10−5 mbar. After 20 min or so
the cooling of the liquid jet is turned on, reducing further the
chamber pressure to a stable 2 × 10−5 mbar in the experimen-
tal chamber and 2 × 10−6 mbar in the spectrometer chamber.
The pressures of the drift tube quoted here include a calibra-
tion factor of 1.8 between the MCP position and the pressure
gauge location. This was measured by placing a further gauge
in place of the MCP.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The instrument was installed at the Artemis beamline of
the Central Laser Facility in the UK.20–22

The fundamental laser, a multi-pass titanium-sapphire
amplifier, produced up to 10 mJ, 800 nm pulses with a FWHM
of 30 fs at 1 kHz. For time resolved measurements the laser
output was split 20:80 for probe:pump (Fig. 5).

The probe beam was focused into a highly localized
target of atomic argon where HHG produced a plateau of
harmonics, with a 50 eV cut-off energy. After generation,
the high harmonics were monochromated (see Sec. III A)
to give time-preserved, monochromatic VUV pulses. After
monochromation, the VUV pulses were focused to a 50 μm
FWHM diameter spot size with a gold coated toroidal

FIG. 5. Schematic of time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy setup.
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FIG. 6. Inset: the liquid jet in operation. The entrance skimmer to the TOF is on the right, and the catcher skimmer is below. The jet diameter is 30 μm. Main
figure: schematic of the experimental chamber setup with time of flight.

mirror at grazing incidence. The monochromatic photon flux
was ≈1 × 109 photons/s, and about 10 electrons/s were de-
tected on the MCP. The remaining 80% beam energy was fed
to an optical parametric amplifier (OPA, TOPAS Light Con-
version) to generate about 100 μJ at 1.94 μm (5000 cm−1),
to excite the combination (stretch, bend) mode of the wa-
ter molecule. Time-resolved photoelectron spectra were ob-
served as a function of the delay between pump and probe
pulses.

A. Monochromation and calibration

The time preserving monochromator at Artemis has
four gratings matched to either high energy resolution
(�E ∼ 0.3 eV and 50 fs) or high temporal resolution (20 fs
and �E = 1.7 eV). The temporal stretch of the VUV pulse by
the monochromator is limited by using the gratings with the
grooves parallel to the beam direction. By carefully collimat-
ing the VUV beam before the grating, the required number of
grooves are illuminated for a given energy resolution. A full
description of the monochromator is given elsewhere.22 The
measurements presented here used a grating with groove den-
sity of 500 gr/mm and a theoretical energy resolution of �E
= 1.0 eV at 62 eV.

Calibration of the instrument was performed by measur-
ing the first ionization energy of neon placing an effusive gas
target in place of the liquid jet, the position of which was ref-
erenced by a CCD mounted inside the chamber (labelled Im1
in Figure 6). The angle of the grating in the monochromator
was rotated to select individual harmonics from the 21st to
the 29th, with a photoelectron spectrum collected at each an-
gle. The spacing of photoelectron kinetic energies of the dif-
ferent harmonics is 2ω of the fundamental laser wavelength
(Figure 7). The fitting of this parameter to collected spectra
allowed the effective drift tube length to be calculated – the
distance between the photoelectron source and the MCPs. The
error in the measured binding energy position compared to 2ω

was less than 0.1 eV over 30 eV. An example of a monochro-
mated harmonic is shown in Figure 8, with a FWHM of
0.65 eV.
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FIG. 7. Photoelectron spectra of the first ionization potential of neon mea-
sured with harmonics 21–29. Fitting the harmonic spacing to 2ω of the fun-
damental gave an effective drift tube length of 0.54 m.
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FIG. 8. Photoelectron spectrum of the 25th harmonic of the fundamental
laser.
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FIG. 9. Referencing the VUV focus using a scintillator crystal.

B. Alignment

Alignment of the liquid jet, optical beams, and the elec-
tron spectrometer input is a critical issue for PES of liquids.
The dimensions of the VUV focal spot (∼80 μm) and the jet’s
diameter (25 μm) make misalignments of a few micrometers
significant.

Alignment is complicated by the difficulty of visualis-
ing the VUV – required to achieve spatial overlap for pump-
probe measurements. A 1 cm2, 1 mm thick scintillator crystal
(LuAG:Ce from Crytur) itself imaged by a photo multiplier
camera (Andor Luca R) was used, allowing the scintillation
from the VUV to be seen. This method (Figure 9) enabled the
VUV to be visually spatially overlapped with the pump pulse.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Using the monochromatic 38.4 eV VUV probe, photo-
electron measurements were taken of a 2M concentration so-
lution of potassium iodide (KI) in water. For these measure-
ments the jet was placed 300 μm from the entrance skimmer
(referenced by the internal CCD). The external jacket of the
liquid jet was cooled to 1 ◦C and the jet flow rate was set to
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FIG. 10. Binding energies of the first three water valence orbitals and K+ 3p
and I− 5p. Blue curve raw data, red curve Fourier filtered data, black curve
Gaussian fit to orbitals, green curve secondary electron fit.

TABLE I. Measured binding energies for the first three water orbital, K+ 3p
and I− 5p.

Orbital Binding energy [eV] FWHM [eV]

I− 5p 8 ∼
1b1 liquid 11.2 1.3
1b1 gas 12.7 1.2
3a1 14.4 1.6
1b2 17.8 3.2
K+ 3p 21.8 2.0

0.5 m l s−1, producing a liquid flow velocity of ∼10 m s−1. By
using a mechanical switch for the liquid pump, samples could
be changed without moving the jet position. A coloured dye
was used to measure the sample exchange rate time and mea-
sured as 20–30 min was used as a benchmark for full sample
exchange at the target area.

In line with previous measurements23–25 it was found
that charge carriers were needed to measure the photoelectron
spectrum of a water sample. The high resistivity (18 M�) of
the high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade
water used produced a large charging of the sample by the mo-
tion over the polyether ether ketone (PEEK) liquid jet tubing
and fused silica nozzle. Test measurements found the static
charging of the jet was neutralized by the addition of at least
5 mM of NaCl.

The PE spectrum of a 2M solution of KI in water was
measured (Figure 10). Identifiable are the first three molecu-
lar orbitals of water (1b1, 3a1, and the 1b2) and the K+ 3p and
I− 5p binding energies of the cation and anions. Gaussians
were fitted to the Fourier filtered spectrum with the secondary
electron contribution removed. The fitted binding energy and
peak FWHM are shown in Table I. Demonstrated by the figure
is the ability to measure both the element specific binding en-
ergies of the anion and cation and also the molecular orbitals
of water.

The 1.5 eV splitting in the 1b1 HOMO peak (Figure 11)
originates from the presence of hydrogen bonds in liquid
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FIG. 11. Splitting of the HOMO (1b1) of water in gas and liquid phase sam-
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FIG. 12. Ultra-fast binding energy shake-up of the centre of mass of liquid
water HOMO following vibrational excitation of the combination stretch-
bend mode.

water. The H-bond is formed between the δ+ H atom and the
δ-lone pair (2px) of electrons on the oxygen.26 It is these elec-
trons which are probed by measuring the 1b1 binding energy,
a molecular orbital which is entirely located on the oxygen.
The clear and distinct splitting in binding energy between the
liquid and gas phase (Figure 11) provides a direct handle into
the dynamics of the intermolecular bond by measuring an in-
tramolecular orbital. It is hard to remove the gas phase con-
tribution surrounding the jet as the monochromator is based
upon a 1:1 imaging arrangement, where ultimately the high
harmonic generation interaction volume is re-imaged at the
toroidal mirror focus. It was estimated that for phase matched
conditions the high harmonic interaction volume had a diam-
eter of 50–80 μm – 4 times the liquid jet diameter. Previously
the gas phase contribution has been removed by aligning the
jet to obtain a pure gas phase spectrum and then subtract-
ing this from the combined gas and liquid phase spectrum.
In the presented measurements however, the large splitting in
the 1b1 HOMO gives a clear difference in the liquid and gas
phase contributions.

The ability of the instrument to resolve rapid charge
transfer in liquid phase was demonstrated with a pump –
probe measurement in which the water sample was vibra-
tionally excited. The output of the multi pass amplifier was
split with 2 mJ pumping an OPA to produce 1.95 μm pulses.
This optical pump focus was spatially and temporally over-
lapped at the liquid jet with the VUV probe in front of the
time-of-flight spectrometer. The wavelength of the IR pump
excited the combination stretch-bend vibrational mode of the
water molecules.

What is seen in Figure 12 is the binding energy shake-up
observed after vibrational excitation. This short lived shake-
up is a likely effect of the close intermolecular distances be-
tween neighbouring oxygens in liquid water and will be dis-
cussed in more detail elsewhere.27

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a simple electron TOF design to
conduct ultrafast photoelectron spectroscopy of liquid solu-
tions. Element specificity, identification of molecular orbitals
and sensitivity to intermolecular bonds has been shown. Fur-

thermore the temporal dynamics of the binding energy shake-
up following vibrational excitation of water has been followed
for the first time with less than 100 fs temporal resolution.

This novel spectrometer design now opens the gateway to
understanding photo-induced processes in molecular systems
in a lab based environment with the unprecedented temporal
resolution provided by HHG.
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